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Inclusion at Emirates NBD
We at Emirates NBD strongly advocate to support and promote inclusion of People with disabilities (PwD) in our community
through the bank’s social commitment platform - #TogetherLimitless.
Making our branches accessible whilst hiring people with disabilities are our key drivers to achieving ﬁnancial and social inclusion.

Accessibility and Financial Inclusion

Social and Economic Inclusion

Emirates NBD’s disability friendly branches aim
to facilitate and institutionalize the ﬁnancial inclusion
of people with disabilities. The bank is transforming
its branches to create a more accessibile
environment for PwD and oﬀer customers with
disabilities an INCLUSIVE banking experience
in alignment with the Dubai Code
of Universal Design.

People with disabilities and their inclusion in the
workplace are no longer absent from the national
and business agendas. In partnership with Manzil
and the Community Development Authority, Emirates
NBD launched the Careers Network programme
that help hire and onboard People with
Disabilities to employers interested into bringing
diversity into their workforce.

For futher information on Accessibility and Inclusion, kindly contact Sara Ahmed: SaraA@EmiratesNBD.com for Financial
Inclusion and Elodie Morvan: ElodieM@EmiratesNBD.com for Social and Economic Inclusion.
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I am happy that the bank oﬀers facilities for visually impaired individuals such
as myself. I was also happy that the bank oﬀers many facilities for people with
other disabilities.
– Khalfan bin Dhaher, a high proﬁle visually impaired customer
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This is my ﬁrst job and I am really satisﬁed and happy with it, I got this job
through the careers network programme. I hope they can carry this programme
forward and help more people like myself to get a good job.
- Ashar Hussain, a junior processor in Tanfeeth with hearing impairment
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